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Offering Putin tough but reasonable sanctions deals on Syria and other regional issues may be the best way of easing persistent bilateral tensions.

After meeting with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov on Wednesday, U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson echoed what the world already knows: There's a low level of trust between the two nations. Just last week, Russian President Vladimir Putin -- who Tillerson also met with -- criticized the U.S. for its missile strike on Syria and referred to the U.S. relationship as "degraded" since President Trump took office. It's not surprising that there were no real breakthroughs during Tillerson's Moscow visit, but if the two nations are to make any progress, the U.S. first needs to keep in mind how dangerous Russia really is.

Russia and the U.S. view the world in fundamentally different ways. Back in 2013, American historian Walter Russell Mead argued in The American Interest that near-peer competitors China and Russia were now deliberately challenging the U.S.-led global order. His argument still holds true. While China is the more serious challenge, Russia is more dangerous. It has challenged Western norms and global security with Crimean annexation, civil war in Eastern Ukraine, provocative behavior toward American and other NATO forces on NATO's borders and in international airspace, intervention in Syria, carpet bombing of Aleppo's civilian population, toleration of Syria's use of chemical weapons, and, finally, attempted destabilization of national elections in NATO states, including the U.S.

To be sure, unlike China, Putin has few economic or cultural tools to deploy for national glory, nor is Russia, in contrast to China, a major beneficiary of the world economic system. Its export industries and investment opportunities beyond energy are simply too modest.

Yet Putin is determined to challenge the U.S.-led international order, signaling exactly that in 2007 by publicly bemoaning the end of the USSR as the greatest tragedy of the 20th century. Putin's strategy sees the world in 19th-century terms. Great powers such as Russia vie for power amongst themselves, leaving other states as little more than pawns. Thus, a Crimea can be annexed, a Chechnya turned into rubble, and Assad backed to the hilt. International law, humanitarian values, and global order do not matter -- only the amoral accretion of power.

This is worrisome, as such a worldview provoked both world wars and could engender a third, this time in a world with tens of thousands of nuclear warheads and potent cyber capabilities. Since 1940, the U.S. has been the leader and major beneficiary of a law-based international collective security order, and sees itself directly challenged by Putin's "19th century" Russia more than by China, somewhat more committed to the global order.

Trump often questioned this order, arguing that, from an "America First" perspective, the U.S. wasn't getting its money's worth. This led to demands that our allies do more, and put the whole U.S. role in world affairs in doubt. But then Trump had an epiphany, seen in his affirmation of NATO, his growing ties to world leaders lobbying for American leadership, and his strong reaction to that order's breakdown with Syria's horrific Sarin gas attack, despite a UN prohibition "guaranteed" by Russia.

It is this larger background that shaped Tillerson's Moscow talks. The U.S. must convince Russia that it seeks not war with or domination over Russia, but rather cessation of Russia's relentless attacks on that international order.

The "stick" Tillerson brings is readiness to contain Russia across the board, mobilizing America's greater military and economic power, and its international support, as seen in the near-universal endorsement of the U.S. Syrian strike. Such a strategy would include strengthening sanctions on Moscow, which Tillerson said the U.S. was open to implementing, establishing safe zones in Syria, and arming rebels. His "carrot" would be gradually lifting those sanctions, along with compromises on both Ukraine and Syria. And it appears reasonable: Russia is in dire economic straits, partly caused by its Syria and Ukraine actions, and such an offer would leave both Russia and the U.S. with "half a loaf." Here's what that would look like.

Ukraine

On Ukraine, Russia would back a ceasefire, halt support for separatists, and allow armed international monitors to
enforce the ceasefire along the Russian-Ukrainian border. In return, NATO states would commit to not accepting Ukraine into NATO, not stationing NATO forces on Ukrainian territory, and gradually lifting most economic sanctions, apart from some tied to Russia's illegal annexation of Crimea.

**Syria**

On Syria, Russia would receive assurances that the U.S. would not push for regime change, and would consider Russia's two bases there sacrosanct. In return, Russia would block Assad's brutal effort to recapture much of Syria from a population that fears and detests him. Russia would also support negotiations brokered by the UN in Geneva toward a ceasefire, and then a compromise settlement endorsed by all neighbors and policed by international peacekeepers.

**ISIS**

Such a ceasefire-peacekeepers package would require advanced destruction of ISIS and al Qaeda in Syria. That is often touted as an area of joint U.S.-Russian cooperation, but there is less than meets the eye. Russia's interest in destroying ISIS is subordinated to that of backing Syria and Iran. But an Iran-backed Assad is what created ISIS in the first place in 2013 when he used chemical weapons against his own people. He'll do the same again if he gains control of all of Syria. Thus, destroying ISIS will have to remain a job largely for the U.S. coalition.

But in Syria, Putin appears to be "going for broke," despite limited military capabilities, apparently because he assumed no effective U.S. response. There was a precedent for this as well in the Cold War -- Soviet moves from Afghanistan to Central America to Europe in 1978-1983 on the assumption the U.S. lacked the will to respond. That was a dangerous period, and we might be entering another one now.
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